
3m Restorer GLD w/ Auto Reset & Flat Packer Roller in action

Heavy duty pivoting cutting disc and leg

RYETEC RESTORER GLD 
GRASSLAND LOW DISTURBANCE SUBSOILER

Manufactured by Ryetec the Restorer GLD is a low disturbance grassland 
subsoiler designed to loosen the soil, break the pan, allow for better 
drainage, remove compaction and improve aeration. The discs cut the intial 
surface allowing for the legs to follow breaking up the subsurface. This 
creates fissures for roots to grow into, water to drain away and improved 
access to oxygen. The packer roller then closes up the grass surface to 
leave it virtually undisturbed. All this leads to restoring your grassland for 
more productive grass growth, extended grazing and forage producing 
seasons. 

Standard Specification:
 »  Pivoting legs and discs on same axis are great for use in stony ground.
 »  Shear bolt as standard with auto reset option.
 »  550mm rear packer roller with Gutler option 
 »  Hydraulic depth control.
 »  Heavy duty frame construction. 
 » Choice of legs.
 »  Working depth up to 500mm.
 » Various leg spacing options.

Model Price EX VAT

3m Ryetec Restorer GLD
 » 3 Ryetec Legs 
 » Shear bolts
 » 550mm rear packer roller
 » Weighs 1,600kg 

£POA

Optional Extras Price EX VAT

Gutler Packer Roller £POA

Hydraulic Auto Reset £POA

For more information contact Ryetec Industrial Equipment Limited 
Mill House, A64 East Knapton, Malton, North Yorkshire YO17 8JA 
T: 01944 728 186 | www.ryetec.co.uk |   /ryetec



Bespoke colours and your own name plate Full width toolbox sealed against dust and water 

Workbox ideal for carrying fuel canisters, spray bottles etc 

Ryetec Rapper to carry 14 rolls of wrapLarge storage space for tools and spares

Detachable belly weights for when extra weight is required

RYETEC WEIGHTBOX & WORKBOX
MORE THAN JUST A WEIGHT BLOCK
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